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Upon completion of this activity, participants will be able

to:

1. Compare the efficacy of optical coherence tomography angiography

(OCTA) vs fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) at ruling out

choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in suspected classic neovascular

age-related macular degeneration (nAMD)/type 2 CNV and other

conditions, based on a retrospective observational cohort study

2. Compare the efficacy of OCTA vs FFA and indocyanine green

angiography in discerning a clear vascular network for occult and

classic nAMD (type 1 and type 2 CNV) and other conditions

3. Determine the clinical implications of these findings regarding the

efficacy of OCTA for assessment of CNV
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Abstract

Purpose To assess OCT angiography
(OCTA) effectiveness at detecting choroidal
neovascularization (CNV) in cases of
suspected neovascular age related macular
degeneration (nAMD), chronic central serous
retinopathy (cCSR) and pathological myopia
compared to FFA and how it compares to a
multimodal approach (OCT, FFA and ICGA)
for detecting the vascular network.
Methods This was a retrospective
observational cohort study of patients who
had clinical and/or OCT findings suggestive
of CNV, having further investigation with
FFA, with or without ICG, and had same day
OCTA using the Heidelberg Spectralis OCT2
beta angiography module. Multimodal
imaging interpretation was compared to
OCTA images. OCTA images were also
analysed for inter-rater reliability (using
kappa statistic). The diagnostic accuracy of
OCTA was compared to FFA (using Cochran’s
Q, po0.05). OCTA was also compared to a
multimodal approach in defining a vascular
network.
Results Overall sensitivity of OCTA compared
to FFA was 71% and specificity of 81%
(p=0.108). Subgroup analysis for OCTA vs FFA
for detecting classic nAMD/type II CNV
sensitivity was 100% and specificity of 76%
(po0.05). OCTA vs FFA for detecting occult
nAMD/type-I CNV sensitivity was 47% and
specificity of 76%, (p=0.248). OCTA was better
than FFA at defining a vascular network overall,
when OCT was suspicious (59% vs 49%).
Conclusions OCTA was better at detecting
classic nAMD/type II CNV compared to FFA

and for defining a vascular network in nAMD
compared to FFA and ICGA. It was able to
aid in making the diagnosis in cases where
evidence of CNV was uncertain following
FFA/ICGA.
Eye (2018) 32, 661–672; doi:10.1038/eye.2018.2;
published online 30 March 2018

Introduction

The development and progression of choroidal
neovascularisation (CNV) can lead to rapid loss
of visual function if not treated promptly.
Guidelines for assessment of CNV include
imaging the macula with optical coherence
tomography (OCT) and fundus fluorescein
angiography (FFA).1 OCT is very sensitive at
detecting changes in the macular structure and
often findings may be suggestive of CNV.
However, it is not able to define a vascular
network.2 FFA is used as the gold standard for
defining the presence of CNV. The pattern of
angiographic leak defines the lesion, such as the
characteristic changes seen in classic and occult
neovascular age related macular degeneration
(nAMD).3–5 Although vascular networks maybe
seen, rapid leakage from the CNV lesion often
results in the loss of definition. FFA is an
invasive procedure, which has a small risk of
anaphylaxis. There can be a delay from first
presentation to FFA being performed due to
practical constraints, which can delay treatment,
potentially affecting patient visual outcomes.
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OCT angiography (OCTA) represents a fast, new
imaging modality, which through the principles of OCT
defines the retinal vascular structure, by using sequential
B-scans to create a map of blood flow.6 It has been shown
to be a good diagnostic test for detecting CNV in various
retinal conditions, in a small number of publications.4,7,8

However, there are limitations with the image quality due
to motion and projection artefacts, creating difficulty in
determining whether neovascularisation is accurately
visualized.9

There are now various commercial devices available
using spectral domain and swept source OCTA.10–12

In our study, we assessed the diagnostic capability of
the new Heidelberg (experimental) OCTA device for
detecting CNV in anti-VEGF treatment naive patients
compared to a standard multimodal approach. The
OCTA images were compared with findings from FFA,
indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) and OCT in eyes
suspected to have CNV. We assessed the sensitivity and
specificity of OCTA vs the gold standard of FFA for
detecting CNV. We also reviewed the ability of OCTA to
discern a clear vascular network compared to FFA and
ICGA, when the OCT was suggestive of CNV.

Materials and methods

Study design

This was a retrospective, observational cohort study.
Patients were seen consecutively between May 2016 and
December 2016, at a tertiary Ophthalmology centre in the
Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-upon-tyne, United
Kingdom. There was prospective selection of the cohort
with clinical information review, and then imaging with
further clinical information was reviewed retrospectively.
The research and development office at the Newcastle-
upon-Tyne Hospitals Foundation Health Trust approved
this study. This study followed the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Study population

All anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
treatment naive patients who had clinical and/or OCT
findings suggestive of choroidal neovascularisation
(CNV) were eligible for the study. Suspected CNV cases
due to nAMD (classic, occult, retinal angiomatous
proliferation (RAP), polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy
(PCV)), chronic CSR (cCSR) or pathological myopia were
eligible for the study. Ophthalmologists had performed
the clinical examination, with slit-lamp biomicroscopy,
independent of the study, as part of routine clinical
practice. The patient cohort was from eye casualty as well
as ophthalmology clinics. Patients were excluded if they

had concomitant ophthalmology conditions such as
media opacities which limited the ability to take OCT,
FFA, ICGA, and OCTA, or if they had other causes of
suspected CNV.

Traditional multimodal imaging

All patient underwent FFA, with or without ICGA. The
OCT, FFA, and ICGA images were acquired using
Heidelberg Spectralis HRA and OCT (Heidelberg
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). The OCT was
performed on the same day or within a week before FFA
with or without ICGA, without therapeutic intervention
in the interim.

OCT angiography

The eligible cohort of patients, whose clinical information
and OCTs were reviewed prospectively, were selected by
the clinical investigators (Taha Soomro (TS) and James
Talks (SJT)) and had same day OCTA centered around the
macula.
The Heidelberg Spectralis OCT2 beta angiography

module (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany)
was used to acquire OCTA images. It took 85 000 A scans
per second with a bandwidth of 50 nm. 15 × 10o

(4.3 × 2.9 mm) area volume scans were taken with a
variable number of B-scans taken (ranging from 131 to
261), at a resolution of 11 μm. A full spectrum amplitude
decorrelation algorithm developed by Heidelberg
Engineering was applied onto sequential B scans to obtain
an OCT-B angiogram. The en-face OCTA was derived
directly from this. The Heidelberg automated real time
(ART) and Trutrack system was employed to reduce
signal-to-noise ratio and motion artefact.9,13 Three-
dimensional OCTA images as well as cross sectional OCT
B images were co-registered together, with automatic
segmentation of the layers of the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) and choroid. The photography
department performed all the FFA, ICGA, OCT and
OCTA imaging. All images from the different imaging
modalities were used, even if the image quality was
affected by artefact, with a pragmatic approach.

Image interpretation and analysis

The two clinical investigators, who were medical retina
specialists with experience of using the Heidelberg
OCTA, performed the image interpretation and analysis
(SJT and TS).
The two sets of imaging, OCTA and traditional

multimodal imaging (FFA, ICGA and OCT) were
independently graded by TS and SJT. OCTA was initially
assessed, with a 1-week interim before assessing
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multimodal imaging. This was done in order to limit
confirmation bias from the results of OCTA compared to
traditional multimodal imaging. The investigators were
blinded to clinical information whilst grading OCTA
images. Grading was split in a pragmatic manner
between the two investigators. Open adjudication was
done for particularly difficult cases. Inter-rater analysis
was performed to confirm the reliability of grading
between the two investigators.
To analyse the images automated segmentation lines

had to be altered to delineate the upper and lower margins
of choroidal neovascular networks. Segmented slabs of 30–
50 μm were used, set at the level of Bruch’s membrane.
These were moved through the enface layers of the OCTA
and correlated with the cross sectional OCT findings on the
OCTA platform, with allowance made for projection
artefacts and areas of loss of RPE. Additionally, to detect
for RAPs, 30–50 μm slabs were reviewed of the whole
retina, to the level of the choriocapillaris, in each case to
define the vascular network.8 In cases where CNV was
seen on OCTA but not clearly defined on FFA, a repeat
OCTA and OCT was performed after anti-VEGF
treatment to check for response, to help confirm the
presence of CNV.
The diagnosis of CNV in these conditions was based on

established FFA findings, which are found to correlate
closely to anatomical findings i.e. classic nAMD CNV
being a type 2/subretinal lesion, occult nAMD being a
type 1/sub RPE lesion, RAP nAMD being an evolving
chorioretinal anastomosis, PCV being sub RPE or
choroidal polyps with branching vascular networks,
myopic CNV typically showing subretinal lesions and
cCSR related CNV showing sub RPE related CNV,
usually in the context of a pigment epithelial detachment
(PED).14–18

The FFA definition of classic nAMD (type 2 CNV)
shows either an early lacy hyperfluorescence with
increasing hyperfluorescence, or focal hyperfluorescent
leaks in the case of PCV or RAP.5,15 Occult nAMD (type 1
CNV), where there is no clear vascular network on FFA,
shows stippled hyperfluorescence (fibrovascular PED)
with associated leak or late leakage of unknown
source.8,19 Pathological myopia CNV has similar
characteristics to classic nAMD CNV, whilst cCSR with
CNV has a similar angiographic profile to occult nAMD
CNV.17,20

The ICGA findings of CNV related to nAMD,
particularly for PCV or RAP, pathological myopia and
cCSR are characterized as a neovascular network, focal
hyperfluorescent ‘hot spots’ or plaques.15,16,17,21

Although OCT features are not confirmative for types
of CNV, we looked at the literature for common findings
that define the different conditions on OCT.

An OCT showing a PED, with or without subretinal
fluid, was suggestive of occult nAMD-, PCV- or cCSR-
related CNV, depending on the clinical context and other
associated OCT features.14,16,22 Classic nAMD CNV
typically shows subretinal fluid with subretinal
thickening.14,22 RAPs can show solitary intraretinal cystic
spaces, which can develop into showing subretinal fluid
and PEDs.14,21 Myopic CNV can show RPE elevation,
with possible associated fluid and PEDs.17

The OCTA definitions of CNV were based on various
studies for occult nAMD and classic nAMD, which
either have well-circumscribed networks (described as
lacy-wheel, sea fan, or medusa head shaped) or poorly
circumscribed networks (filamentous).8,13 These
definitions also applied to cCSR related CNV and
pathological myopia related CNV.17,20 For RAP, the OCTA
definition was the finding of tufts in the outer retinal
segment seen arising from the deep retinal plexus, which
maybe associated with evolving sub RPE
neovascularisation.21 PCV on OCTA was found by seeing
abnormal vascular changes at the sub RPE level/Bruch’s
membrane.16

Statistical analysis

The photography department collated all the OCTA
images taken of the patients with suspected choroidal
neovascularisation due to nAMD, cCSR and pathological
myopia during the study period. The images were
collected in JPEG form, with all clinical information
hidden. All OCTA images were numbered, and 20 were
randomly selected using an online random number
generator (available at https://www.random.org/).
Inter-rater reliability of the two specialists (SJT and TS)
was determined, by a blinded grading of the 20 OCTA
images. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using the
kappa statistic (κ).
Sensitivity and specificity analysis was performed;

comparing OCTA to the gold standard of FFA in
detecting choroidal neovascularisation, with 95%
confidence intervals calculated (% 95 CIs). Cochran’s Q
test was used to confirm the difference in rate of choroidal
neovascularisation detection between OCTA and FFA,
with po0.05 being statistically significant. Concordance
of OCT findings with FFA detection of a vascular
network, OCTA detection of a vascular network
and ICGA detection of a vascular network was also
compared.
Descriptive statistics were defined with means and

standard deviation (SD). Statistical information was
calculated using SPSS 20.0 for Windows package.
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Results

Patient characteristics

There were 93 patients (93 eyes) in the study who had an
OCTA to look for CNV, but 11 patients were excluded, as
they did not have same day FFA. Five patients were
excluded with possible peripapillary CNV, as the OCTA
images were not focused on the lesions. There were 77
patients in this study with a mean age of 76.4 years

(±12.1 years SD). The ratio of male to female was 1:1.26
(34 males to 43 females).
The images were categorized into types of CNV based

on multimodal imaging (FFA, ICGA, and OCT) as
follows: classic nAMD, occult nAMD, RAP-, PCV-,
cCSR-related CNV and pathological myopia-
related CNV.
We only had two patients in the study with motion

artefact significantly affecting OCTA images.

Figure 1 A 72-year-old female seen in eye casualty with blurring of right eye vision with suspected nAMD (VA 6/18 right eye). (a)
OCT of patient showing subretinal fluid and subretinal thickening (b) FFA showing classic nAMD CNV (c) Cross sectional OCTA
related OCT-B showing custom segmentation (slab of 50 μm) at level of lesion (d) OCTA showing vascular network corresponding to
FFA classic nAMD CNV.

Table 1 OCTA vs FFA diagnostic accuracy for detecting choroidal neovascularization

Comparison of tests Sensitivity(%) (95% CIs) (95% CIs) P-value

OCTA vs FFA (classic nAMD/type 2 CNV) 100 (77–100) 76 (50–93) 0.046
OCTA vs FFA (occult nAMD/type 1 CNV) 47 (21–73) 76 (50–93) 0.248
OCTA vs FFA (total) 71 (56–84) 81 (64–93) 0.108

Cochran’s Q test was used to detect difference between the two imaging modalities, with a P-valueo0.05 being significant.
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Figure 2 A case of chronic left recurrent central serous retinopathy in a 75-year-old female (VA 6/9 left eye). (a) FFA (left) showing
stippled hyperfluorscence and a possible choroidal neovascular membrane on ICGA (right) (b) OCT of patient showing domed
subretinal fluid with minimal subretinal thickening which seemed in keeping with chronic CSR (c) same day OCTA showed clear CNV
and OCTA related OCT-B on the same day highlighted the subretinal CNV, with segmentation at that level (d) OCTA after first
treatment with ranibizumab at 1 month shows possible reduction in CNV size and OCT at 1 month showing flattening of RPE with no
subretinal fluid.
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Figure 3 An 84-year-old woman seen in clinic with left eye metamorphopsia (VA 6/7.5 left eye) (a) OCT showing subretinal drusenoid
deposits (b) FFA (left) and ICGA (right) showing no evidence of obvious leak, hotspots or plaques (c) OCTA (left) showing subretinal
CNV with OCTA related OCT-B (right) confirming the level of the lesion.
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Inter-rater reliability and diagnostic accuracy of OCTA
vs FFA

We found good inter-rater reliability between SJT and
TS of κ= 0.90. Overall, sensitivity of OCTA compared
to FFA was 71% (32/45 patients) (56–84% 95% CI) and
specificity was 81% (26/32 patients) (64–93% 95% CI).
Subgroup analysis for classic nAMD showed
OCTA vs FFA sensitivity to be 100% (14/14 patients)
(77–100% 95%CI) with a specificity of 76% (13/17
patients) (50–93% 95% CI). OCTA vs FFA for
occult nAMD sensitivity was 47% (7/15 patients)
(21–73% 95% CI) and specificity was 76% (13/17
patients) (50–93% 95% CI). Cochran’s Q test
showed OCTA to be significantly better at ruling out
choroidal neovascularisation compared to FFA for
suspected classic nAMD (po0.05; see Figure 1), while
showing no significant difference between FFA and
OCTA in ruling out CNV in suspected occult nAMD or
overall (Table 1.)
Six patients showed CNV on OCTA, where FFA did

not show any angiographic leak. Two of these cases
involved trying to differentiate cCSR from cCSR with
CNV (Figure 2). OCTA was helpful in these cases to
confirm a CNV with cCSR. Two had fluid on OCT
consistent with exudative nAMD but no FFA or ICGA
evidence of CNV, and the other 2 were found to have
non-exudative AMD on OCT, FFA and ICGA (Figure 3).
These last two 2 cases were diagnosed as non-exudative
neovascular AMD, which has been reported in the
literature.23

There were 16 patients identified with a PED on OCT
as part of the lesion. Of these, 69% (11/16) were
confirmed to have a CNV with OCTA. Subgroup analysis
showed 100% (3/3) detection for classic nAMD, 100%
(4/4) for occult nAMD, 100% (1/1) for polyps, and 17%
(1/6) for cCSR-related CNV. Two cases had a PED,
with no FFA findings of CNV, but OCTA showed a
vascular network. One of these cases was suspected
to be nAMD on OCT, while OCT showed no
evidence of fluid associated with a drusenoid PED in
the other case.

FFA vs ICGA vs OCTA for defining vascular network
when OCT showed signs of CNV

Further analysis was performed on the basis of OCT
findings being suggestive of CNV, as a suspicious OCT
usually leads to further investigations such as FFA.
On OCT diagnosis alone, 14 patients were thought to
have no signs of nAMD and so excluded from the
analysis. One case of pathological myopia was also
thought to have no evidence of CNV on OCT. We also
had 1 patient with pathological myopia who did not
have a recent OCT (within 1 week) and therefore was
excluded from the analysis. The concordance with
findings on OCT with a clear vascular network
confirmed on FFA, OCTA, and on ICGA was compared.
In this group 61 patients had suspicious OCT’s, with
an FFA and OCTA taken with or without ICGA.
OCTA was better than FFA overall in defining a clear
vascular network (59%(36/61) vs 49%(30/61)), as well
as when looking at occult and classic nAMD (72%(23/32)
vs 44%(14/32)), and cCSR with suspected CNV (15%
(2/13) vs 0%(0/13)). ICGA was the best imaging modality
for defining vascular networks (70%(23/33)), however
OCTA performed better than ICGA when looking at
occult and classic nAMD (72%(23/32) vs 62% (8/13);
Table 2).

Discussion

FFA is currently the gold standard for diagnosing CNV
and therefore is recommended as part of first line
investigations for suspected cases.1,22 FFA defines CNV
through evidence of angiographic leak. It is a dynamic
assessment of the choroidal and retinal vasculature, with
dye flow assessed from early to late phases through the
network. Patterns of leak have a well-established
diagnostic correspondence with histological/anatomical
findings of choroidal neovascularisation.3–5 In some cases
there is also a clear visualization of a vascular network,
however angiographic leak particularly in the late phase
does limit that.1 There are also practical limitations with it
being an invasive procedure with the intravenous
injection of dye, which has a small risk of anaphylaxis.

Table 2 Concordance of suspicious OCT findings and clearly defined vascular network on FFA, OCTA and ICG

OCT findings FFA vascular network OCTA vascular network ICG vascular network

Neovascular AMD (occult+classic) 44% (14/32) 72% (23/32) 62% (8/13)
Retinal angiomatous proliferation 100% (6/6) 67% (4/6) 100% (5/5)
Polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy 100% (7/7) 57% (4/7) 100% (7/7)
Chronic CSR with query CNV 0% (0/13) 15% (2/13) 38% (3/8)
Pathological myopia related CNV 100% (3/3) 100% (3/3) N/A (0/0)
Total 49% (30/61) 59% (36/61) 70% (23/33)
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The procedure is costly and time-consuming, typically
taking 10–15 min to perform.1,22 All this has meant a more
selective use for FFA, with multimodal imaging (FFA,
ICGA and OCT) being used to define CNV. ICGA, in
comparison is able to more clearly resolve vascular
networks, particularly with sub RPE lesions, due to
deeper RPE penetration with the longer wavelengths
used, its limited spread into the choroidal circulation and
minimal leakage due to the molecular properties of the
dye. So particularly leaky lesions and conditions
involving the sub RPE/choroidal space such as retinal
angiomatous proliferation and polypoidal choroidal
vasculopathy are more easily characterised.16,19 It has
similar limitations to FFA in terms of being an invasive,
time-consuming procedure, with the possibility of dye-
related anaphylaxis.
OCT is a fast, non-invasive imaging modality, which

has revolutionized the diagnosis and management of
many ophthalmic conditions including choroidal
neovascularisation.22 It is used to manage CNV as it can
accurately define macular fluid, with the ability for serial
morphological assessment and review of response to
treatment.22 However it cannot delineate vascular
structure and therefore cannot always clearly define CNV.
The AMDOC study has demonstrated that OCT has
moderate sensitivity for detecting new CNV compared to
traditional FFA.22

OCTA, on the other hand, demonstrates the presence of
CNV by detecting flow in a vascular complex such that
the vascular network can be visualised, however, it does
not show leak.23 There has been increasing literature
available on OCTA diagnosing CNV.4,7,10 De Carlo et al.7

demonstrated OCTA detection for CNV vs FFA
sensitivity at 50% and specificity at 91%. More recently
Gong et al.8 were able to show for OCTA vs FFA detection
of CNV in nAMD, the sensitivity was 86.5% and
specificity was 67.6%. Coscas et al.13 have been able to
show that the Heidelberg OCTA, with strict criteria for
defining CNV, showed good concordance with traditional
multimodal imaging.
We found the Heidelberg OCTA was significantly

better at ruling out CNV compared to FFA for suspected
classic nAMD CNV. However, it was worse than FFA for
ruling out CNV in suspected occult nAMD and overall.
This partly relates to issues of defining vascular networks
when they are small and vertically orientated such as
with RAP lesions.10 OCTA also does not image the
choroid well and is affected by the amount of blood, fluid
and RPE pigment.4 With FFA, in vascularized PEDs, the
actual vascular nature of the lesion is hard to judge as
such lesions are defined by seeing a stippled
hyperfluorescence and late leak, rather than actually
visualizing a vascular network. Inoue et al.4 have
highlighted the difficulty of OCTA in detecting CNV in

type 1 CNV with occult nAMD, particularly when PEDs
have a large height. On the other hand, OCTA has been
shown to define CNV better than traditional mutlimodal
imaging in cases of cCSR with a PED apparent.18 In our
study, with our small sample of PEDs, OCTA was found
to be good at detecting CNV in occult nAMD with a PED
and better than traditional multimodal imaging in finding
CNV in cCSR with a PED, although cCSR-related PEDs
showed CNV less frequently. Two cases in our study
where OCT, FFA and ICGA could not pick up evidence of
CNV, while OCTA did, represent the recently reported
entity known as non-exudative nAMD in the literature,
which may represent indolent CNV or the beginnings of
new CNV.23

OCTA in our study was also better than FFA and ICGA
in defining a clear neovascular network when OCT
findings were suspicious of nAMD. With FFA the
availability of early shots varied and FFA leakage
obscured the vascular pattern. ICGA was better able to
define the neovascular network overall, and its use in
characterizing choroidal vascular networks is well
established.1

Motion and projection artefact is a common issue
which limits use of OCTA images and makes
interpretation difficult.9 Due to Heidelberg OCTA eye
tracking software, highly usable images were obtained
for nearly all patients.9 The investigators experience
over time, in using OCTA, also allowed a better ability
to filter out motion and projection artefact, to
delineate a CNV.
However, OCTA and FFA are not equivalent tests as

FFA shows leak and OCTA the neovascular network by
detecting flow; so direct comparison may not be
appropriate as both add to the assessment of the
neovascular lesion.
These results are important in highlighting the use of

OCTA as an additional part of multimodal imaging. The
neovascular network is more likely to be defined by
OCTA compared to other traditional imaging techniques.
In the context of fluid on OCT it may mean an FFA or
ICGA is not required if a vascular network is seen, or it
may help in the overall assessment by showing that there
is a vascular complex. However, the finding of leak and
amount of leak from FFA may still provide important
information.
Changes in the vascular network with treatment may

prove to be a useful way of assessing response to
treatment and the requirement for on going therapy.5 This
would allow more personalized treatment and
management of nAMD, as well as other conditions with
CNV requiring anti-VEGF, beyond traditional OCT-based
approaches.
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Strengths and limitations

We performed randomized, blinded grading for inter-
rater reliability between the clinical investigators. There
was also independent, blinded, grading of OCTA images,
distinct in time from multimodal imaging review, all in a
bid to reduce confirmation bias.
However, the study cohort did have issues of selection

bias, as patients in this study were likely to have evidence
of CNV as they had clinical signs and/or OCT findings
suggestive of this. We also had a small sample size with
no preceding power calculation. There was a learning
curve to grading images, which also affected the results,
with interpretation getting more accurate over time. Due
to practical limitations, only two retinal specialists had
experience with OCTA, and open adjudication of images
was done when there was a particularly difficult image to
interpret. Heidelberg’s OCTA (OCT2 6.7B) has been
updated to a commercial product, with a new advanced
probabilistic algorithm, with scan areas of 15 × 15o (11 μm
resolution) 10 × 10o (5.7 μm resolution) and 15× 30o (wide
field). The new software will likely be more accurate at
defining CNV than the experimental device we tested.

Conclusion

OCTA technology has the potential to be a significant
adjunct to traditional multimodal imaging assessment for
choroidal neovascularisation. Important factors in its
more wide spread use will include increased speeds of
image capture, ease of image acquisition and review, as
well as the ability to network and store ever increasing
image sizes.
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The use of optical coherence
tomography angiography for
detecting choroidal
neovascularization, compared
to standard multimodal imaging
To obtain credit, you should first read the journal article.
After reading the article, you should be able to answer the
following, related, multiple-choice questions. To complete
the questions (with a minimum 75% passing score) and earn
continuing medical education (CME) credit, please go to
http://www.medscape.org/journal/eye. Credit cannot be
obtained for tests completed on paper, although you may
use the worksheet below to keep a record of your answers.
Youmust be a registered user on http://www.medscape.org.

If you are not registered on http://www.medscape.org,
please click on the ``Register'' link on the right hand side of
the website.
Only one answer is correct for each question. Once you

successfully answer all post-test questions you will be able to
view and/or print your certificate. For questions regarding this

activity, contact the accredited provider, CME@medscape.net.
For technical assistance, contact CME@medscape.net. Amer-
ican Medical Association’s Physician’s Recognition Award
(AMA PRA) credits are accepted in the US as evidence of
participation in CME activities. For further information on
this award, please go to https://www.ama-assn.org. The
AMA has determined that physicians not licensed in the US
who participate in this CME activity are eligible for AMA
PRA Category 1 Creditst. Through agreements that the AMA
has made with agencies in some countries, AMA PRA credit
may be acceptable as evidence of participation in CME
activities. If you are not licensed in the US, please complete
the questions online, print the AMA PRA CME credit
certificate, and present it to your national medical association
for review.

1. Your patient is a 67-year-old man with suspected
choroidal neovascularization (CNV). According to the
retrospective observational cohort study by Soomro and
Talks, which of the following statements about the
efficacy of optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) vs fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) at
ruling out CNV in suspected classic neovascular age-
related macular degeneration (nAMD)/type 2 CNV and
other conditions is correct?

A OCTA was significantly better than FFA at ruling out
CNV in all conditions tested

B Overall sensitivity of OCTA compared with FFA was
81%, and specificity was 91%

C For detecting classic nAMD/type 2 CNV, sensitivity
for OCTA compared with FFA was 100% and
specificity was 76% (P o.05)

D OCTA shows leakage and is currently the gold
standard for diagnosing CNV

2. According to the retrospective observational cohort
study by Soomro and Talks, which of the following
statements about the efficacy of OCTA vs FFA and
indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) in discerning a
clear vascular network for occult and classic nAMD
(type 1 and type 2 CNV) and other conditions is correct?

A OCTA was better than FFA, but not ICGA, in
showing a clear vascular network for occult and
classic nAMD (type 1 and type 2 CNV)

B For detecting occult nAMD/type 1 CNV, OCTA vs
FFA sensitivity was 47% and specificity was 76%
(P = .248)

C Overall, OCTA was no better than FFA at defining a
vascular network when OCT was suspicious

D Heidelberg OCTA was significantly better than FFA
for ruling out CNV in suspected occult nAMD and
overall

3. According to the retrospective observational cohort
study by Soomro and Talks, which of the following
statements about the clinical implications of these
findings regarding the efficacy of OCTA for assessment
of CNV is correct?

A OCTA is helpful in equivocal cases where FFA/
ICGA cannot determine CNV, especially for chronic
central serous retinopathy

B The Heidelberg OCTA device has problems with
reliable image capture

C When detection of CNV was uncertain following
FFA/ICGA, OCTA was not helpful

D Disadvantages of OCTA are that it is slow and
invasive
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